A new adaptive model for viscoelastic solids is presented. Unlike previous approaches, it allows seamless transitions, and simplifications in deformed states. The deformation field is generated by a set of physically animated frames. Starting from a fine set of frames and mechanical energy integration points, the model can be coarsened by attaching frames to others, and merging integration points. Since frames can be attached in arbitrary relative positions, simplifications can occur seamlessly in deformed states, without returning to the original shape, which can be recovered later after refinement. We propose a new class of velocity-based simplification criterion based on relative velocities. Integration points can be merged to reduce the computation time even more, and we show how to maintain continuous elastic forces through the levels of detail. Such meshless adaptivity allows significant improvements of computation time during simulations. It also provides a natural approach to coarse-to-fine deformable mesh registration. We introduce a new approach of adaptivity to mechanically 26 simplify objects in arbitrarily deformed configurations, while 27 exactly maintaining their current shape and controlling the ve-28 locity discontinuity, which we call seamless adaptivity. It ex-29 tends a frame-based meshless method and naturally exploits the : Seamless coarsening in a deformed state. Left: reference shape, one active frame in black, and a passive frame in grey attached using a relative transformation (dotted line). Middle: activating the frame let it to move freely and deform the object. Right: deactivated frame in a deformed configuration using an offset δX.
user. This may explain why extreme coarsening has rarely been 23 proposed, and adaptive FEM models typically range from mod-24 erate to high complexity.
25
We introduce a new approach of adaptivity to mechanically 26 simplify objects in arbitrarily deformed configurations, while 27 exactly maintaining their current shape and controlling the ve-28 locity discontinuity, which we call seamless adaptivity. It ex-29 tends a frame-based meshless method and naturally exploits the : Seamless coarsening in a deformed state. Left: reference shape, one active frame in black, and a passive frame in grey attached using a relative transformation (dotted line). Middle: activating the frame let it to move freely and deform the object. Right: deactivated frame in a deformed configuration using an offset δX.
tially animated using a single moving frame, while another con-33 trol frame is attached to it. We then detach the child frame to The velocity field can be simplified again when the equilibrium is reached. Note that our method can simplify locally deformed regions. (1d): Once the branches are released, the velocity field is refined again to allow the branches to recover their initial shape.
The present article extends an earlier conference version [1] 58 by adding new results on deformable mesh registration (6.4),
59
more derivations concerning metrics (4.1), and providing more 
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71
The simulation of viscoelastic solids is a well-studied prob- 
where N is the set of all control nodes, and φ is computed from active nodes using LBS as:
where A is the set of active nodes and φ Mass points
Material law
Figure 3: Kinematic structure of the simulation. Our adaptive scheme splits the control nodes into active (i.e. independent) nodes and passive (i.e. mapped) nodes.
where P is the set of passive nodes. These equations gen- 
234
To avoid this, we compute the offset between the two configura- passive, and its velocity is computed using the corresponding 238 Jacobian matrix:
Our adaptivity criterion is based on comparing the velocity 
One-dimensional Example
245
A simple one-dimensional example is illustrated in Fig. 4 .
246
A bar is discretized using three control nodes and two integra- 
263
Once the center node is stable with respect to its parents,
264
we can simplify the model by attaching it to them, with offset are mapped from the active nodes. We further define a sub-
283
set AC ⊂ P to be composed of nodes candidate for activation.
284
Likewise, the deactivation candidate set is a subset PC ⊂ A. 
Velocity Metrics
310
For a candidate node i, the difference between its passive 311 and active velocities is defined as:
where J i is the Jacobian of Eq. (8), and ∆v, ∆u i are the 
where W i is a positive-definite symmetric matrix defining passive states is simply:
The triangle inequality gives an upper bound on the total 342 change: 
In practice, we use a decreasing exponential for Z values
364
(1 on the camera near-plane, 0 on the camera far-plane), mim- 
Adaptive Hierarchy
377
In principle, we could start with an unstructured fine node 378 discretization of the objects and at each time step, find the best 
Adaptive Spatial Integration
411
We now describe how to adapt the spatial integration of 412 elastic energy in order to further increase computational gains. In a region Ve centered on pointp e , the integral of a function g 432 is given by:
where g is a vector containing g and its spatial derivatives 
470
When merging e and f , we displace the precomputed integrals 
Results
501
We now report experimental results obtained with our method,
502
demonstrating its interest for computer graphics. We also pro-
503
pose an application of our technique to the deformable mesh 504 registration problem. 
Complex Scenes
526
We demonstrate the genericity of our method through the 527 following example scenes:
528
Figure 8: Four cantilever beams at equilibrium with the same properties and loading (fixed on one side, and subject to gravity). Right: perspective side view of the same configuration, showing that our adaptivity framework produces results similar (up to the depth-buffer precision, hence the color changes) to the non-adaptive frame-based approach. 
Christmas Tree
Bouncing Ball
542
A ball is bouncing on the floor with unilateral contacts (Fig. 11) .
543
As the ball falls, only one node is needed to animate it. On 
Deformable Ball Stack
562
Eight deformable balls (Fig. 13 ) are dropped into a glass. 
Armadillo Salad
572
A set of Armadillos (Fig. 12b) into the glass (see Fig. 13c ).
602
We noticed that the overhead due to adaptivity is moderate problem, for which a coarse-to-fine deformation strategy can be 673 very easily implemented.
674
In future work, we will address the question of stiffness dis-
675
continuities and the design of scenario-dependent frame hierar-676 chies. We will also perform a more in-depth analysis and evalu-677 ation of our adaptive scheme in the context of mesh registration.
678
Finally, the presented technique is likely to be generalizable to 679 non-frame kinematic DOFs, which could provide a basis for a 680 fully generic adaptivity framework. 
